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Abstract

At Philips Lighting electronic circuits for fluorescent lamps are developed. Be
cause of the natural behaviour of a gas discharge lamp, it cannot be connected
to a voltage source directly. An impedance must be put in series with the lamp.
Nowadays high frequency switching converters are used for this purpose. Most
commonly a ballast coil is used to limit the lamp current.

There is a constant need for new, small, simple and cheap converters. From
this point of few, a converter without ballast coil is desired. During this project
a fluorescent lamp circuit without ballast coil has been designed and analysed.
The circuit consists of a DC voltage source, a switch and a lamp. The general
idea is to operate the switch in such a way that the lamp current is limited.
Both, mathematical analysis based on Francis's equations, as well as simulations
with the VITL lamp model, showed that if the lamp is part of an open loop sys
tem and the switch is driven with a fixed frequency and duty cycle, stable lamp
operation is not possible.
Therefore a closed loop system has been proposed. Now, dependent of the lamp
current, a controller turns on and off the switch. A controller concept based
on limiting the instantaneous lamp current on a preset maximum level, prooved
stable lamp operation.
A practical circuit has been designed which can operate different kind of fluores
cent lamps. The maximum lamp current and switching frequency can be adjusted.

Furthermore, the influence of lamp and circuit parameter variation on the electri
cal behaviour of the lamp has been investigated. Lamp parameters are: noble gas
mixture, tube length, tube radius and filling pressure. Circuit parameters are:
maximum lamp current, DC source voltage and switching frequency. Simulation
and measurement results showed that the lamp power (and light output) can be
increased if the noble gas mixture contains more neon, the tube length increases,
the tube radius decreases, the maximum lamp current and switching frequency
increase and the DC source voltage decreases. Changing the filling pressure of
the noble gas was of little influence on the electrical behaviour of the lamp. The
luminous efficacy has been investigated during circuit parameter variation and
can be increased if the maximum lamp current decreases and the DC source volt
age and switching frequency increase. Typical values are: light output 900 lumen
and luminous efficacy 57 lumen/Watt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Fluorescent lamps operate on the principle of a low pressure noble gas mercury
discharge. The discharge tube is filled with a noble gas mixture and a saturated
mercury vapour. After the lamp is ignited the electric field applied to the lamp
accelerates free electrons in the discharge column. These free electrons collide
with the various gas atoms and if they have enough energy they are able to ex
cite or ionize gas atoms in the plasma. Because the energy needed to excite or
ionize a mercury atom is lower than that of a noble gas atom, most of the ex
citations and ionizations involve mercury. The noble gas serves as a buffer gas
only. By the decay of electrons of the excited gas atoms, ultraviolet radiation is
generated. Fluorescent powder at the wall of the tube transforms the ultraviolet
radiation into visible light.

As a result of cumulative ionisation a fluorescent lamp cannot be connected di
rectly to a voltage source. The lamp current would rapidly increase until the lamp
electrodes are damaged or a safety fuse cuts off the lamp current. Therefore, to
achieve a stable operation point the lamp has to be put in series with a stabilizing
circuit. A huge number of such circuits exist [6]. Most of these topologies have
in common that a ballast coil is used to stabilize the lamp current. The ballast
coil is not only an important element but also an expensive element. To develop
less expensive and more compact stabilizing circuits there is a need for circuits
without ballast coil. Previous work on this topic can be found in [1] and [2].

A possible concept is shown in figure 1.1. It is a very simple and cheap topologie.
The general idea is to control the switch in such a way that the lamp current is
limited. In this report several control circuits are proposed. One of the circuits is
implemented and analyzed in detail. To get to know the electrical behaviour of
the lamp, a mathematical analysis is performed by making use of Francis's equa
tions. Once the current waveform during pulse operation is known, a simulation
circuit is designed. The simulation circuit is used to investigate the electrical
behaviour of the lamp during circuit and lamp parameter variation. Also sim-
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Figure 1.1: Lamp circuit without ballast coil

ulation results will be used to design a practical control circuit. Measurements
will be performed and results will be compared with simulation results. As far
as possible differences are explained.
The main goal of the project is to design a simple control concept that makes
it possible to operate a fluorescent lamp in a circuit without ballast coil and to
point out the directions in what respect the lamp properties will change if lamp
and circuit parameter settings are changed. EMC problems and the ignition of
the lamp are beyond the scope of this project.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical analysis lamp
current

2.1 Francis's equations

The mathematical analysis of the lamp current during pulse operation is based on
Francis's equations. Francis postulated a mathematical model of a metal vapor
lamp. He assumed that the rate of free electron production (~~) in a discharge
column is proportional to the instantaneous lamp power (vi) and that the rate
at which free electrons are lost is proportional to the number present. He also
assumed that the electrical conductivity of the plasma (~) is proportional to the
number of free electrons present (n). v and i are respectively the lamp voltage
and the lamp current. Now the following equations can be formulated:

dn
di = O'vi - j3n, (2.1 )

(2.2)
n

v F'
with 0', j3 and F constants for a particular lamp. Every lamp has its own 0', j3
and F constants.

2.2 Lamp current during pulse operation

During the on-time 0 ~ t < oTs , the switch is closed and the lamp voltage is
considered constant (v = V). Ts and 0 are respectively the period time and the
duty cycle C:p), with ton the time the switch is closed. Solving equations (2.1)
and (2.2) sim~ltaneously gives,

di ( 0' 2'- + j3 - - V )z = 0
dt F '

(2.3)
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for the lamp current and

dn ( a 2)-+ f3--V n=O
dt F '

(2.4)

for the number of free electrons present. Equation (2.3) is a first order, linear
differential equation. With i(t = 0) = io the solution is found to be

(2.5)

Equation (2.5) describes an increasing lamp current (f3 < ~V 2 ) when the switch
is closed and a constant positive voltage is applied to the lamp. The number of
free electrons is found to be

(2.6)

with n(t = 0) = no. Equation (2.6) describes an increasing number of free
electrons when the switch is closed and a constant positive voltage is applied to
the lamp.

From time 8Ts ::; t < Ts the switch is open and lamp current is zero. Substi
tuting i = 0 in equation (2.1) the number of free electrons during this period of
time is calculated with

dn
dt + f3n = O.

Solving equation (2.7) with n(t = 8Ts ) = nl gives

n(t) = nl e-{3(t-ST8 ).

(2.7)

(2.8)

Equation (2.8) describes a decreasing number of free electrons due to recombina
tion. Now we can formulate the expressions for no and nl

(2.9)

(2.10)

The number of free electrons for arbitrary on- and off-time, is depicted in figure
2.1. An arbitrary current pulse is depicted in figure 2.2. From time 0 ::; t < 8Ts '

when the switch is closed and voltage V is applied to the lamp, the number of
free electrons increases. From time 8Ts ::; t < Ts , when the switch is open and
the lamp current is zero, the number of free electrons decreases.

2.3 Stable operation by feedback control

Stable operation of a fluorescent lamp is only possible if the number of electrons
generated from time t = 0 to t = 8Ts equals the number of electrons recombined

6
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from time t = bTs to t = Ts •

Figure 2.3 shows the waveform of the number of free electrons during stable
operation. Figure 2.4 shows the waveform of the lamp current during stable
operation. It is observed that for stable operation yields

(2.11 )

Equation (2.11) says that the number of free electrons generated during the on
time equals the number of free electrons recombined during the off time. Sub
stituting equations (2.9) and (2.10) in equation (2.11), the duty cycle can be
denoted as

In!!Jl. + {3T
b = nj s (2.12)

2{3Ts - !f V2Ts

If a lamp circuit without feedback loop is considered, equation (2.12) shows that
stable lamp operation is possible if and only if b exactly equals equation (2.12).

In practice this can not be realized because ambient influences effect the
particular lamp parameters which can no longer be considered constant. Also
parasitic circuit elements must be taken into account. From these considerations
it can be concluded that lamp operation without feedback loop is very difficult
if not impossible to realize. A closed loop system has to be applied, and will be
the topic of the rest of this report.

In this chapter the mathematical analysis was based on Francis's equations.
The lamp constants used in Francis's equations have to be determined experi
mentally.

VITL is a computer model of a gas discharge lamp and is developed to describe
the voltage (V) and current (1) characteristics of a "TL" lamp and its interactions
with an external circuit. A mathematical analysis based on the VITL model equa
tions is prefered because the lamp constants like noble gas mixture, tube length,
tube radius and filling pressure are taken into account with. Besides the model is
a more accurate description of a real fluorescent lamp physically. The lamp model
is described by several coupled, non-linear differential equations. Unfortunately
it is very difficult, if not impossible to solve these equations analytically.
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Chapter 3

Controller concept for lamp
circuit without ballast coil

3.1 General concept of a lamp circuit without
ballast coil

From the previous chapter it became clear that a controller without feedback loop
can not be applied as fluorescent lamp driver. One of the most simple closed loop
lamp/controller concepts we can think of is the one shown in figure 3.1.

lamp

controller

current sensor

+
DC source

Figure 3.1: Closed loop lamp/controller concept.

A current sensor measures the lamp current. The controller makes sure that
dependent of the lamp current the MOSFET is switched on and off in such a way
that the lamp current is limited. In fact this is a single component lamp driver
with just one switch/controller combination (e.g. a smart-power or SOl device)
and no additional ballast coil and/or capacitor. In the next section the controller
concept is analyzed more in detail.
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3.2 Current limiter

Mathematical analysis of the lamp current according to Francis's equations showed
increasing current pulses during pulse operation. A choice has been made for a
controller concept such that the instantaneous lamp current is limited on a preset
maximum value. The controller concept has to be very fast and accurate. The
controller/switch device cuts off the lamp current as soon as it exceeds a preset
maximum level (ire!)' After an adjustable off-time, the switch is closed again. In
this way stable lamp operation is achieved. If the controller is quick enough to
accurately keep up with the increasing lamp current pulse and if the controller is
operating between certain boundaries, stability is guaranteed. Figure 3.2 shows
the general control diagram.

Zlamp

frequency source voltage

Jill

lamp parameters:

noble gas type

filling pressure

tube length

tube radius

lamp

Figure 3.2: Current control loop.

Continuously the lamp current is measured and compared with the reference cur
rent that is the setpoint for maximum lamp current. The controller/switch device
applies the right pulses to the lamp. Also the controller offers the possibility of
frequency and DC source voltage adjustments.

The general electronic circuit of the controller is shown in figure 3.3.
The controller consists of a current sensor and filter section, a differential ampli
fier, a peak detection and timing section and an inverting schmitt trigger that
drives the switch. Peak detection is simply done by a diode and a capacitor.
The resistance in parallel with the capacitor determines the off-time. In this
controller concept the off-time determines the period time. The on-time auto
matically adapts to the off-time. Note that if the value of ire! or the DC source
voltage is changed, because of lamp properties the on-time changes also. If the
period time must kept unchanged, the off-time must be re-adjusted!!
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+
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J
I
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I peak detection and timing I
I ~

lamp

Figure 3.3: General electronic circuit.

3.3 Possible concept

Another possible closed loop concept is shown in figure 3.4. In this report the
concept will not be discussed and is only given as optional concept. In future
work the concept can be further investigated. The circuit of figure 3.4 is a pulse
width controller. The filtered value of the lamp current is compared with a saw
tooth voltage. If the signal of the amplifier is below the level of saw-tooth, the
lamp is switched off, otherwise the lamp is switched on.

lamp

1--------------------------1 I
I U
I
I
I
I modulator

I

M

current sensor

+
source

Figure 3.4: Pulse width controller
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Chapter 4

Simulations

In this chapter simulations will be discussed. A computer model of a fluoresent
lamp named VITL [3] is used to investigate the electric properties of the lamp.
VITL is a fluorescent lamp model and is developed to describe the Voltage and
Current (1) characteristics of a TL lamp and its interactions with an external
circuit. The lamp model and external circuit are simulated with the simulation
program lCAPS. Simulations are performed for a number of reasons.

First, simulation results are very useful to support the practical design of the
maximum value controller later on. To implement such a controller it is important
to know whether the shape of the current pulses is comparable with those derived
from the mathematical analysis. Because if not, the maximum current limiter
concept might not be possible and other concepts have to be considered.

Secondly, simulations with the VITL model is an easy way to investigate the
electrical properties of the lamp while changing lamp and circuit parameters. In
this way it is possible to find a good match between the lamp and controller
parameter settings.

Third, simulation results can be used to investigate the validity of the VITL
model by comparing simulation results with measurements of the practical design.
The VITL model is still under improvement. Measurements can be of help to a
better DC performance of the model.

Note that a DC current and voltage are applied to the lamp. In the long
run this causes migration of charge carriers (ions) to one side of the discharge
tube. The lamp model does not describe this long term behaviour. Besides
simulations are performed only over a short period of time (a serveral hundreds
of microseconds).

4.1 Open loop control

The mathematical analysis based on Francis's equations already showed that it
is impossible to operate a fluorescent lamp in a circuit without ballast coil and

13
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I MOSFET
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lamp model

Figure 4.1: Open loop simulation model.

feedback during pulse operation. Simulation results will show the the same. The
simulation model of the open loop control is shown in figure 4.1.
The MOSFET is switched on and off with a fixed frequency and duty cycle. The
value of the duty cycle is derived from a stable, closed loop situation. If the duty
cycle is set too large the lamp current explodes as shown in figure 4.2. And if
the duty cycle is set too small the lamp current decreases and finally the lamp
will turn off as shown in figure 4.3. Lamp parameters are: noble gas mixture 25
% argon and 75 % neon, tube length 1=300mm, tube radius r=6mm, filling pres
sure p=700Pa. Circuit parameters are: frequency f=20kHz, DC source voltage
Us =90V. Note that a very small variation ofthe duty cycle causes instability after
a relative short period of time. A closed loop control system has to be applied
for stable lamp operation.

4.2 Closed loop control

The previous sections made clear that a closed loop controller has to be applied
for stable lamp operation in a lamp circuit without ballast coil. The detailed
simulation model of the closed loop control is shown in appendix A. In general
the simulation model is the same as figure 3.3 of the previous chapter.
The lamp is simululated by the VITL model. The VITL model needs several
input parameters. Some of the parameters are estimated because exact values
are unknown and have to be determined by measurements.

To overcome the ignition problem of the lamp and to start a simulation in a sta
ble situation directly, a number of VITL model parameters has to be initialized.
During stable operation (regular current pulses) of the lamp, initial parameter
settings are of no influence on the course of the lamp current any more. It takes
time to reach a stable situation. Because the electrical characteristics of the lamp
can only be derived from stable situation, initial model parameter settings must

14
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be determined by initial simulations. There are two options to find this initial
model parameter settings. First, a long initial simulation can be performed with
arbitrary starting values, until the lamp reaches stable operation. The second
possibility is to perform several short initial simulations and find the parameter
settings by trial and error. The second method is prefered because it takes less
time. Once the starting values are known, the main simulation can be performed.

In this chapter the influence of lamp parameter variations on the electrical
behaviour of the lamp will be explained. As far as the influence of the circuit
parameters is concerned, only observations will be made. In chapter 6, when
measurement results are presented, the influence of circuit parameter settings on
the electrical behaviour of the lamp will be explained in detail.

4.2.1 Lamp parameter variation

In this section the influence of lamp parameter variation on the electrical be
haviour of the lamp will be discussed. The lamp power is the most important
output parameter because the lamp power is a measure for the amount of light
output. The lamp parameters are listed below.

• noble gas mixture

• tube length

• tube radius

• filling pressure

Note that by tube length, the length of the discharge column is meant! Dur
ing lamp parameter variations, circuit parameters are kept constant: Us=90V,
i max=400mA and f=20kHz.

Variation of noble gas

The influence of the noble gas mixture on the electrical behaviour of the lamp
is shown in the next figures. The current waveforms for two different noble
gas mixtures are depicted in figure A.l and figure A.2 of appendix A.2. The
electrical characteristics are given in figures 4.4 and 4.5. The noble gas mixtures
investigated are:

• 1: 1% argon and 99% neon

• 2: 25% argon and 75% neon

• 3: 75% argon and 25% neon

• 4: 100% argon

16
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Other lamp parameters are: 1=292mm, r=4.625mm, p=600Pa. Circuit param
eters are: Us=90V, i max=400mA, f=20kHz. Note that if the percentage neon
in the lamp increases, the duty cycle and the lamp power increase. From the
current waveforms it is observed that in case of a neon lamp, the recombination
rate of free electrons is higher than in case of an argon lamp.

Variation of tube length

The influence of tube length variations on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is
shown in the next figures. The current waveforms for two different tube lengths
are depicted in figures A.3 and A.4 in appendix A.3. The electrical characteristics
are given in figures 4.6 and 4.7. Lamp parameters are: noble gas mixture 25%ar
gon and 75% neon, r=4.625mm, p=600Pa. Circuit parameters are: Us=90V,
imax=400mA, f=20kHz. Note that if the tube length increases, the duty cycle
and lamp power increase. If the tube length increases, the electric field across
the lamp decreases as E = t. The rate at which free electrons are generated also
decreases as a result of which the duty cycle increases.

Variation of tube radius

The influence of tube radius variations on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is
shown in the next figures. The current waveforms for two different tube radius'
are depicted in figures A.5 and A.6 in appendix A.4. The electrical characteristics
are given in figures 4.8 and 4.9. Lamp parameters are: noble gas mixture 25%
argon and 75% neon, 1=292mm, p=600Pa. Circuit parameters are: Us=90V,
imax=400mA, f=20kHz. Note that if the tube radius decreases, the duty cycle

18
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and lamp power increase. It is known that free electrons recombine at the tube
wall. By decreasing the tube radius, the distance electrons have to travel to reach
the tube wall also decreases. As a result the recombination rate of free electrons
increases and so will the duty cycle. The tube radius cannot be decreased unim
pededly. At a certain point the rate at which free electrons recombine is that fast
that there are too little free electrons left in the lamp the moment it should be
switched on again. The lamp cannot be re-ignited and will turn off.

Variation of filling pressure

The influence of the filling pressure on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is
shown in the next figures. The current waveforms for two different filling pres
sures are depicted in figures The electrical characteristics are given in figures
4.10 and 4.11. Lamp parameters are: noble gas mixture 25% argon and 75%
neon, 1=292mm, r=4.625mm. Circuit parameters are: Us=90V, imax=400mA,
f=20kHz. Note that a variation of the filling pressure is of little influence on the
duty cycle and the lamp power. From the current waveforms it is obser,ved that
if the filling pressure decreases, the electron mobility increases. Both generation
and recombination rate of free electrons increase and as a result the duty cycle
remains the same.

4.2.2 Circuit parameter variation

In this section the influence of circuit parameters on the electrical behaviour of
the lamp will be discussed. A detailed explaination of the properties found is
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given in chapter 6. For the moment only observations will be made. Circuit
parameters are listed below.

• maximum current value

• DC source voltage

• frequency

During circuit parameter variations, lamp parameters are kept constant.

Variation of maximum lamp current

The influence of the maximum lamp current on the electrical behaviour of the
lamp is shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures
A.9 and A.10 in appendix A.6. The electrical characteristics are given in figures
4.12 and 4.13. Lamp parameters are, lamp1: noble gas 100% argon, 1=265mm,
r=4.625mm and p=600Pa, lamp2: noble gas mixture 25 % argon and 75 % neon,
1=300mm, r=6mm and p=700Pa. Circuit parameters are: Us=90V and f=20kHz.

Note that if the maximum lamp current increases the lamp power increases but
the duty cycle decreases.

Variation of DC source voltage

The influence of the DC source voltage on the electrical behaviour of the lamp
is shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures A.ll
and A.12 in appendix A. 7. The electrical characteristics are given in figures
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4.14 and 4.15. Lamp parameters are, lampl: noble gas 100% argon, l=265mm,
r=4.625mm and p=600Pa, lamp2: noble gas mixture 25 % argon and 75 % neon,
l=300mm, r=6mm and p=700Pa. Circuit parameters are: imax=400mA and
f=20kHz. Note that if the DC source voltage increases the duty cycle and lamp
power decrease.

Variation of switching frequency

The influence of the switching frequency on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is
shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures A.13 and
A.14 in appendix A.8. The electrical characteristics are given in figures 4.16 and
4.17. Lamp parameters are, lamp!: noble gas 100% argon, l=265mm, r=4.625mm
and p=600Pa, lamp2: noble gas mixture 25 % argon and 75 % neon, 1=300mm,
r=6mm and p=700Pa. Circuit parameters are: Us=90V and imax=400mA. Note
that frequency changes have little effect on the duty cycle but clearly on the lamp
power.
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Chapter 5

Practical design of fluorescent
lamp circuit without ballast coil

5.1 Operation of the lamp circuit

The lamp/controller circuit is drawn again in figure 5.1. The main circuit consists
of a fluorescent lamp, a DC voltage source, a HOSFET, a current sensor and a
controller.
Dependent of the lamp current, measured by the current sensor, the controller
switches on and off the HOSFET in such a way the lamp current is limited.

lamp

controller

+
DC source

current sensor

Figure 5.1: Control loop

5.2 Operation of the control circuit

The detailed block diagram of the controller is shown in figure 5.2.
The concept is based on limiting the instantaneous lamp current on a preset
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Zlamp

f-------+/ amplifier
peak detector
and
timing circuit

filter

driver

sensor

lamp

Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the controlled system

maximum value. Suppose the switch is closed. The lamp current is measured
by a sensor. The filter suppresses the initial current peak at the beginning of
the current pulse. The difference (c) between the reference current and the mea
sured lamp current is amplified. The amplifier excites the peak detectrion circuit.
If the peak detector signal exceeds the upper switching level of the driver, the
lamp is switched off. The timing circuit makes the lamp switch on again after an
adjustable off-time. The current pulses that will flow through the lamp during
stable operation are shown in figure 5.3.

, 1

t

Figure 5.3: Shape of the current pulses.

The preset maximum lamp current is denoted by (imax ). The off-time is ad
justable and denoted by (tofJ). The on-time is dependent of the off-time and
lamp and circuit parameter settings.
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5.3 Detailed analysis of the practical design

The complete control circuit is shown in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Control circuit.

In the next sections all stages of the circuit will be explained in detail.

5.3.1 Reference circuit

The reference circuit is drawn again in figure 5.5.
Together Rg and R lO make a voltage divider. Haximum lamp current adjustments
can be made by variable resistor RlQ. Opamp A4 functions as a buffer.

5.3.2 Differential amplifier

Us

lamp

For the design of the control circuit the shape of the current pulse is clever made
use of. If a closer look is taken at the current pulse it can be derived into a
constant part and an increasing part, as shown in figure 5.6.
The interesting part of the current pulse is the increasing part because this is
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Figure 5.5: Reference circuit

increasing part

constant part

Figure 5.6: Detailed look at the current pulse

where the driver has to act on and switch off the lamp. Therefore a differential
amplifier is used to amplify the increasing part of the current pulse only. The
circuit is drawn again in figure 5.7.
Amplifier Al is an opamp with a very high slew rate so it can easily keep up with
the input signal. The output voltage of opamp Al is calculated with

R3
VUAj = (Vfilter - vreference) R

2
+Vfilter· (5.1 )

V
UAj

is the output voltage of All Vfilter is the output voltage of the input filter
(R I Cd and vreference is the output voltage of the reference circuit. The gain
factor is set by R3 and R2 •

5.3.3 Peak detection and timing circuit

The peak detection circuit consists of diode D 1 , resistor R4 and capacitor C2 •

If the output signal of Al (V
UAj

) exceeds the capacitor voltage (Vpeak) plus the
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Figure 5.7: Differential amplifier

threshold voltage of the diode (VDl) then D1 starts conducting. The time con
stant of the peak detection circuit (71 = R4 C2 , if R4 « R7 ) must be small
enough so the capacitor voltage can keep up with the input signal accurately.
The diode blocks the discharge current through R4 • In that way the maximum
value of the input signal will be hold. When the capacitor voltage reaches the
upper switching level of the Schmitt-trigger (~) the lamp is switched off. A 2 is
the gain factor of the additional amplifier (A 2 ). The capacitor voltage is also the
control signal to prevent that the lamp is switched on directly after it is switched
off (timing function). Capacitor C2 is discharged by resistor R7 and when the
capacitor voltage is below the lower switching level of the Schmitt trigger (~)

the lamp is switched on again. The off-time can be adjusted by R7 • The peak
detection and timing circuit are drawn again in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Peak detection and timing circuit

Two operating modes can be distinguished. Hode 1, the peak detection mode,
D1 is conducting, C2 is charged and mode 2, the timing mode, D1 is not con
ducting, C2 is discharged. Now the following equations can be formulated. The
charging of C2 is given by

(5.2)

with Vpeako the capacitor voltage the moment the lamp is switched on again. Hak
ing R7 » R4 equation (5.2) becomes
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The discharging of C2 is given by

t

Vpeak (t) = Vpeak1 e- R7 C 2 , (5.4)

with Vpeak
1

the capacitor voltage the moment the lamp is switched off. During
the off-time D1 is not conducting (no input signal) so C2 is discharged by R7 •

The off-time can be calculated as

R C I Vpeako
to!! = - 7 2 n --.

Vpeakl

5.3.4 Additional amplifier

(5.5)

The second amplifier (A2 ) in the control circuit is drawn again in figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Non-inverting amplifier

The opamp is switched as an non-inverting amplifier. The output voltage is
calculated by

(5.6)

with V UA2 is the output voltage of A2 and Vpeak is the capacitor voltage. For
accurate control, the total gain factor of the control circuit is chosen very high.

5.3.5 MOSFET and driver circuit

The HOSFET and driver circuit are drawn again in figure 5.10.
The driver circuit consists of an inverting Schmitt trigger and a push pull stage
with a NPN and PNP bipolar transistor (T1 and T2 ). The switching levels of the
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Jr
Figure 5.10: HOSFET and driver circuit

Schmitt trigger, VH and VL , are fixed. The switching speed of the HOSFET is
mainly dependent of the speed at which the gate capacitor can be charged and
discharged. The push-pull stage takes care of this.

5.3.6 Current sensor and input filter

The current sensor and input filter are drawn again in figure 5.11.

Vsensor

RB

Vfilter

Figure 5.11: Current sensor and input filter

The lamp current is measured simply by a resistor (R8 ). Simulation results
showed an intitial current peak the moment the lamp is switched on. This peak
has to be suppressed by the input filter (RICI ), because it is above the maximum
current value the controller has to act on. On the other hand, the time con
stant of the input filter (Ti = R I Cd must be small enough so the filter can easily
keep up with the sensor signal. The transfer function ofthe input filter is given by

H(jw) = .1
RC1 +JW 1 1

(5.7)

With R I = 150n and C I = 3.3nF (Ti = 0.495fLS) the bode plot is given in figure
5.12. The turn over frequency is approximately at f = 320kHz.
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+
Us

Figure 5.13: Ignition circuit

5.4 Ignition of the lamp

II

T

+

The design of an official ignition circuit to ignite the lamp is beyond the scope of
this project and is done by means of an additional circuit as shown in figure 5.13.
The ignition procedure is as follows. First 52 is closed and 51 is open. The lamp
is switched in series with Rs • To ignit the lamp high voltage pulses are applied
to the lamp by transformer T and 53. Now 51 is closed. The lamp current flows
through Rs and the HOSFET alternately. At last 52 is opened and the control
has completely taken over the lamp current. Diodes D l and D 2 make sure that
the ignition circuit and lamp circuit are separated.

5.5 Electric circuit and print layout

The complete electric circuit and print layout are depicted in appendix B. Note
that to prevent EHC problems a ground surface is mounted at the component
side of the print. The non-filled circles are connected with ground.
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Chapter 6

Experiments and measurements

Experiments and measurements are performed to better understand the electrical
behaviour of a fluorescent lamp during pulse operation. The electronic circuit
designed in the previous chapter is used for this purpose. All lamp properties
found will be explained. Note that the measurements are performed at room
temperature.

6.1 Initial current peak

Simulation results showed an initial current peak at the beginning of the current
pulses. Also in practice the initial peak is clearly present as depicted in figure
6.1. The cause of this peak is the high electron mobility at the beginning of the
on-time. If the lamp is switched off, the electron temperature, which is a measure
for the average electron energy, decreases and the electron mobility increases as
shown in figure 6.2. Then, the first moment the lamp is switched on again, the
high electron mobility causes the current peak. Immediately after, the electron
temperature rapidly increases and the electron mobility decreases and so does
the lamp current. If the lamp current is not completely zero during the off-time,
the electron temperature does not decrease and the electron mobility does not
increase as much as if the lamp current is zero. The height of the initial current
peak decreases. Francis assumed that the conductivity of the discharge column
was proportional to the number of free electrons present and did not take into
account the electron energy. The initial current peak proofs that the conductivity
is a function of the electron energy also.

6.2 Noble gas mixture variation

The influence of the noble gas mixture on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is
shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures C.l and
C.2 of appendix C.l. Note that if the percentage neon in the lamp increases, the
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Figure 6.1: Initial current peak
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Figure 6.2: Electron mobility versus electron temperature
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Figure 6.3: Short tube, Us=132V, E=412.5V1m, P=6.9W

duty cycle and the lamp power increase. A more detailed explanation is given in
chapter 4.

6.3 Tube length variation

The influence of the tube length on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is shown
in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures C.3 and C.4
of appendix C.2. Note that if the tube length increases, the duty cycle and lamp
power increase. A more detailed explanation is given in chapter 4. In theory there
is a linear relation between the lamp voltage and tube length for constant E. If
the same electric field is applied to different lamps with different tube lengths,
the current waveforms should be identical. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show the current
waveforms in such a situation. It can be observed that the current waveforms
are similar to one another but the lamp power is different.

6.4 Variation of filling pressure

The influence of the filling pressure on the electrical behaviour of the lamp is
shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures C.5 and
C.6 of appendix C.3. Note that a change of the filling pressure has little effect on
the duty cylce and lamp power. A more detailed explanation is given in chapter
4.
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6.5 Maximum lamp current variation

The influence of the maximum lamp current on the electrical behaviour of the
lamp is shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures
C.7 and C.8 of appendix CA. The electrical characteristics are given in figures
6.5 and 6.6. Lamp parameters: lampl, noble gas mixture 75 % neon and 25 %
argon, 1=300mm, r=6mm, p=700Pa and lamp2, noble gas mixture 100 % argon,
1=292mm, r=4.626mm, p=600Pa. Circuit parameters: Us=90V and f=20kHz.
Note that if the maximum lamp current increases, the duty cycle decreases but
the lamp power increases. From the current waveforms it is observed that if the
maximum lamp current increases, the rate at which the lamp current increases,
also increases. At higher maximum current values, more free electrons are present
in the discharge column. As a result the generation rate increases and duty cycle
decreases. From an efficiency point of view, the larger the duty cycle the better.
The efficiency of a lamp is defined by the number of Lumen per Watt. By
decreasing the maximum current value there will be a point that even though a
large duty cycle the lamp power is that small that the light output is less than
at a lower duty cycle. An optimum can be found. Light measurements have to
be performed to find this optimum.

6.6 DC source voltage variation

The influence of the DC source voltage on the electrical behaviour of the lamp
is shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures C.9
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and C.10 of appendix C.5. The electrical characteristics are given in figures
6.7 and 6.8. Lamp parameters are: lampl, noble gas mixture 75 % neon and
25 % argon, 1=300mm, r=6mm, p=700Pa and lamp2, noble gas 100 % argon,
1=292mm, r=4.626mm, p=600Pa. Circuit parameters are: i max=400mA and
f=20kHz. Note that if the DC source voltage increases, the duty cycle increases.
Take special notice of the fact that eventhough a lower DC voltage is applied to
the lamp, the lamp power increases. The lamp power is calculated with

1 iTsP = - i(t)u(t)dt.
Ts 0

(6.1 )

During the on-time u(t) is considered constant: u(t) = Us. During the off-time
the lamp power is zero. Equation (6.1) can be rewritten as

p = Us {ton i(t)dt.
Ts 10

(6.2)

Equation (6.2) says that the DC source voltage is multiplied with the average
lamp current. Apparently, if the DC source voltage decreases, the on-time and
with that the average lamp current increases that much that it counterbalances
the decreasing DC source voltage. If the DC source voltage decreases, the electric
field across the lamp decreases. As a result the generation rate of free electrons
decreases and the duty cycle increases. The DC source voltage can not be de
creased unimpededly. At a certain moment the electic field across the lamp is
too weak to generate free electrons and the lamp will turn off.
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6.7 Frequency variation

The influence of the switching frequency on the electrical behaviour of the lamp
is shown in the next figures. The current waveforms are depicted in figures C.lI
and C.12 in appendix C.6. The electrical characteristics are given in figures
6.9 and 6.10. Lamp parameters: lampl, noble gas mixture 75 % neon and 25
% argon, 1=300mm, r=6mm, p=700Pa and lamp2, noble gas mixture 100 %
argon, 1=292mm, r=4.626mm, p=600Pa. Circuit parameters: imax=400mA and
Us=90V. Note that frequency changes have little effect on the duty cycle and
that if the frequency increases the lamp power increases also. From the current
waveforms it can be observed that if the frequency increases, the starting value of
the current pulses moves up to a higher level. Because of this and with equal duty
cycle, the average lamp current increases and so will the lamp power. Frequency
adjustments can be made by changing to!! as f = i. and Ts = ton + toff' The
switch on-time (ton) is automatically adapted to toff by the controller. The
frequency can not be decreased unimpededly. At a certain point the off-time
is too long because too many free electrons recombine and the lamp cannot be
re-ignited.

6.8 Simulations versus measurements

To investigate the validity of the VITL lamp model during pulse operation, sim
ulation and measurement results have to be compared. As outlined in chapter 4,
the simulation model needs several input parameters. Some of them have been
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estimated because they were unknown. As for now, simulation results with es
timated model parameters and measurment results are known. The electrical
characteristics of the two are shown in the next figures. These figures only indi
cate that the behaviour of the simulation model equals the behaviour of a real
fluorescent lamp qualitatively. Absolute differences must be further investigated.

6.8.1 Comparison of the electrical characteristics

The electrical characteristics, simulation and measurement results, during circuit
parameter variation of two different kind of lamps are depicted in the figures be
low. Lamp parameters are: lampl, noble gas 100 %argon, 1=265mm, r=4.625mm
and p=600Pa and lamp2, noble gas mixture 75 %neon and 25 %argon, 1=300mm,
r=6mm, p=700Pa. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show imax versus duty cycle and lamp
power, f=20kHz, Us=90V. Figure 6.13 and 6.14 show the duty cycle and lamp
power versus DC source voltage, f=20kHz and imax=OAA. Figure 6.15 and 6.16
show the duty cycle and lamp power versus frequency, imax=OAA and Us=90V.
Possible causes of the found differences are:

• choice of model parameter values like cold spot temperature and cathode
fall voltage

• choice of physical model constants

In future work, the exact model parameters have to be determined by mea
surements with the help of the practical circuit. Once the model parameters
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are known, again simulations will have to be performed. Then simulation and
measurement results can be compared correctly.

6.9 Light measurements

The following figures show the influence of circuit parameter variations on the
light output and luminous efficacy of the lamp. Lamp parameters are: noble
gas mixture 75 % neon and 25 % argon, l=300mm, r=6mm and p=700Pa. The
light output versus maximum lamp current is depicted in figure 6.17. The lumi
nous efficacy versus maximum lamp current is depicted in figure 6.18. Circuit
parameters are: Us =90V and f=20kHz. It can be observed that if the maxi
mum lamp current increases, the light output increases but the luminous efficacy
decreases. The light output versus the DC source voltage is depicted in figure
6.19. The luminous efficacy versus DC source voltage is depicted in figure 6.20.
Circuit parameters are: imax=O.4A and f=30kHz. It can be observed that if the
DC source voltage decreases, the light output increases but the luminous efficacy
decreases. The light output versus the switching frequency is depicted in figure
6.21. The luminous efficacy versus the switching frequency is depicted in figure
6.22. Circuit parameters are: imax=O.4A and Us =90V. It can be observed that
if the switching frequency increases, the light output and the luminous efficacy
Increase.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and
recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

At the end of the first fase of the design and analysis of a fluorescent lamp circuit
without ballast coil, the following conclusions can be formulated.

• It is possible to operate a fluorescent lamp in a circuit without ballast
coil. By means of a feedback current control loop the lamp current can be
stabilized.

• Francis's equations are a tool in describing the lamp current during pulse
operation. However, because of the assumptions made by Francis, some
lamp properties are not taken into account with.

• The VITL lamp model proofs to be a good description of a real fluorescent
lamp. The model can be used to investigate the influence of lamp and circuit
parameter variation during pulse operation. Comparing simulation and
measurement results, the behaviour of the lamp model equals the behaviour
of a real lamp qualitatively.

• A controller concept based on limiting the maximum lamp current, guaran
tees stable lamp operation for different kind of lamps if the lamp is operated
between certain boundaries.

• At the beginning of the current pulses there is an initial current peak due
to high electron mobility. This peak can be decreased if the lamp current
is not completely zero during the off-time.

• The lamp power can be increased if:

The noble gas mixture contains more neon.
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The tube length increases.

The tube radius decreases.

The maximum lamp current increases.

The DC source voltage decreases.

- The switching frequency increases.

• The performance of a krypton lamp is even less than that of a argon lamp.

• Filling pressure variations of the noble gas are of little influence on the
electrical characteristics of the lamp.

• The DC source voltage cannot be decreased unimpededly. At a certain point
the electric field across the lamp is too weak to generate free electrons. The
lamp turns off.

• The frequency cannot be decreased unimpededly. At a certain point too
many electrons recombine during the off-time and the lamp cannot be re
ignited.

7.2 Recommendations

To validate the VITL simulation model during pulse operation the estimated
model parameters must be determined exactly by measurements. With the pres
ence of a controller circuit which can operate a fluorescent lamp in a circuit
without ballast coil, this can be done. Once the VITL model parameters are
known, again simulations must be performed. Then simulation and measure
ment results can be compared quantitatively.

A mathematical analysis based on the VITL model equations should be further
investigated.

Up to now the ignition of the lamp is done by an additional ignition circuit.
A suitable ignition circuit has to be designed.

EMC problems have to be analysed and solved.

The possibilities of other controller concepts can be investigated.
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Appendix A

SimulatioIls

A.I Closed loop simulation circuit
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D:\SPICE4\Ronald\Piekpunt.cir (17 Mar 98, 15:43)

C:\SPICE4\PIEKPUNT
*SPICE NET
.MODEL HFTL_004 vitl(pfill=200.0 rlim=1.0Meg vcath=10.0 tspot=323.0 frac_ne=990.0M frac_ar=
+ 10.0M frac kr=O.OE+OOO dens hgm=6.0E+018 dens hgi=4.0E+017 te=10.0K tube_l=265.0M tube rae
+ 4. 625M ) - -
*INCLUDE POWMOS.LIB
. TRAN 16. 5N 132U
*INCLUDE DIODE4.LIB
.MODEL DGWJ42 D(IS=lE-14)
.MODEL DGWJ42 D(IS=lE-14)
*INCLUDE DEVICE.LIB
*INCLUDE LIGHTING.LIB
.OPTION RELTOL=O.OOl ITL4=100
.PRINT TRAN @R2[I]
.PRINT TRAN V(l,2)
*ALIAS V(18)=HULP1
*ALIAS V(19)=HULP2
*ALIAS V(20)=HULP3
*ALIAS V(21)=HULP4
.PRINT TRAN V(19) V(20) V(21)
V1 1 0 PULSE 0 100 0 0 0 500U 500U
R2 22 0 1
E1 6 0 5 3 20
E2 7 0 0 6 10
V2 5 0 0.32
E3 8 0 7 9 25
C3 9 0 10N
D1 8 9 DGWJ42
E4 11 0 9 11 1E6
R3 0 12 10K
R4 13 12 10K
V5 13 0 24
E6 14 0 11 12 10
R5 14 15 1K
Q1 16 15 0 QN2222
R6 12 16 75K
R7 17 16 1K
V4 17 0 12
E5 4 0 16 4 1E6
X2 0 9 10 SWITCH
V3 10 0 PULSE 0 10 32U 0 0 1U 33U
R8 22 3 150
C4 3 0 5N
A2 2 1 18 19 20 21 HFTL 004
Xl 2 4 22 IRF520
. END
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A.2 Noble gas variation

Lamp parameters: 1=265mm, r=4.625mm, p=600Pa. Circuit parameters: imax=400mA,
Us=100V and f=30kHz.
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Figure A.I: Noble gas: 100 % argon, 0=0.2, P=8.0W
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Figure A.2: Noble gas: 1 % argon and 99 % neon, 0=0.4, P=12.9W
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A.3 Tube length variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas 75 % argon and 25 % neon, r=4.625mm, p=600Pa.
Circuit parameters: Us=130V, imax=400mA, f=20kHz.
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Figure A.3: Tube length: 1=320mm, b=O.2, P=9.5W
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Figure A.4: Tube length: 1=400mm, b=O.5, P=23W
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A.4 Tube radius variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas 1 % argon and 99 % neon, 1=265 mm, p=600 Pa.
Circuit parameters: Us=90V, imax =400mA, f=20kHz.
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Figure A.5: Tube radius: 1'=4.625 mm, 15=0.47, P=12.6 W
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Figure A.6: Tube radius: 1'=3.85 mm, 15=0.62, P=14.7 W
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A.5 Filling pressure variations

Lamp parameters: noble gas 1 % argon and 99 % neon, 1=265mm, r=4.625mm.
Circuit parameters: Us=100V, imax=400mA, f=30kHz.
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Figure A.7: Filling pressure: 200Pa, 8=0.4, P=11.0W
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Figure A.8: Filling pressure: 600Pa, 8=0.4 ,P=11.7W
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A.6 Maximum current variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas mixture 25% argon and 75% neon, 1=300mm,
r=6mm and p=700Pa. Circuit parameters: Us=90V, f=30kHz.
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Figure A.9: Maximum current: 300mA, 0=0.4, P=10.8W
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Figure A.I0: Maximum current: 500mA, 0=0.3, P=12.4W
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A.7 DC source voltage variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas mixture 25% argon and 75% neon, 1=300mm,
r=6mm and p=700Pa. Circuit parameters: imax=400mA, f=30kHz .
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Figure A.ll: DC source voltage: gOY, 6=0.4, P=13.2W
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Figure A.12: DC source voltage: 100V, 6=0.3, P=11.0W
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A.8 Switching frequency variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas mixture 25% argon and 75% neon, 1=300mm,
r=6mm and p=700Pa. Circuit parameters: Us=90V and imax=500mA.
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Figure A.13: Switching frequency: 25kHz, 0=0.3, P=12.6W
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Figure A.14: Switching frequency: 40kHz, 0=0.3, P=12.9W
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Appendix B

Practical design
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B.l Complete electrical circuit

1------------1
I T2 I

I

Us

lamp

Figure B.l: Lamp and control circuit
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B.2 Component list

Resistors
R I : H1
R2 : 150n
R3 : 2.2kn
R4 , RIO: 0-200kn
R5 , R8 : 820n
R6 : 12kn
R7 : IOn
Rg : 15kn
Rll : lOkn

Capacitors
CI : 100p;F, 250V
C2 : 3.3nF
C3 : 1p;F
C4 , C5 , C6 , C7 , Cg , CIO , Cll: 100nF
C8 : 2.2nF
C12 : 1.5p;F

Diodes
D I , D2 , D3 , D4 : BYV96E
D 5 : germanium low treshold voltage

Transistors
T I : BC368
T2 : BC369

MOSFET
S: IRF610

Analog integrated circuits (OPAMPS)
AI: LF356N
A2 , A3 : AD811

Digital integrated circuit
A4 : HEF40106BP
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B.3 Print layout
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Figure B.2: Print layout, top view
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Figure B.3: Print layout, traces, top view
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Appendix C

Measurements
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C.l Noble gas mixture

Lamp parameters: 1=265mm, r=4.625mm and p=600Pa. Circuit parameters:
Us=lOOV, imax=400mA and f=30kHz.

Cl Mean
67.8mV

Cl RMS
IS3.0mV

Cl +Duty
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Cl Freq
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TeK Stop: 2.S0MS/s

Figure C.l: Noble gas type: 100 % argon
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11 :37:39

Figure C.2: Noble gas type: 1 % argon and 99 % neon
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C.2 Tube length variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas 75 %argon and 25 %neon, r=4.625mm and p=600Pa.
Circuit parameters: Us=130V, imax=400mA and f=20kHz.

Cl Freq
20.481KHZ
unstable

histogram

C1 +Duty
130'"

Unstable
histogram

Cl Mean
61.4mv

6Feb1998
15: 10:49

[ T I
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TeK Run: 2 501015/5 Sample

Figure C.3: Tube length variation, I = 320mm
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TeK Stop: 2.501015/5

Figure C.4: Tube length variation, I = 400mm
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C.3 Filling pressure variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas 1 %argon and 99 %neon, 1=292mm and r=4.625mm.
Circuit parameters: Us=100V, imax=400mA and f=30kHz.

(1 +Duty
35.5%

(1 FreQ
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Figure C.5: Variation of filling pressure: p = 600Pa, P = 13.7W
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Figure C.6: Variation of filling pressure: p = 200Pa, P = 13.7W
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C.4 Maximum current variation

Lamp parameters: 25 % argon and 75 % neon, 1=300mm, r=6mm, p=700Pa.
Circuit parameters: Us=90V and f=30kHz.
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Figure C.7: Maximum current variation: imax = 300mA, P = 13.9W, cf = 1.4
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Figure C.8: Maximum current variation: imax = 500mA, P = 17.7W, cf = 1.6
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C.5 DC source voltage variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas 25 % argon and 75 % neon, 1=300mm, r=6mm,
p=700Pa. Circuit parameters: imax=400mA and f=30kHz.
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Figure C.9: DC source voltage variation: Us = 90V, P = l5.8W, cf = 1.6
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Figure C.lO: DC source voltage variation: Us = lOOV, P = l4.6W,cf = 1.7
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C.6 Switching frequency variation

Lamp parameters: noble gas 25 % argon and 75 % neon, l=300mm, r=6mm,
p=700Pa. Circuit parameters: i max=400mA and Us =90V.
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Figure C.lI: Variation of switching frequency: f = 25kHz,P = 16.4vV,cf = 1.7
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Figure C.12: Variation of switching frequency: f = 40kHz, P = 17.9W, cf = 1.6
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